1. Introduction. Appearing simultaneously with the definition of the term homogeneous by Sierpinski [7] was the following question proposed by Knaster and Kuratowski [4] : Is the simple closed curve the only nondegenerate, bounded, homogeneous plane continuum? Partial results were obtained by Mazurkiewicz [5] and Cohen [3] and incorrect solutions were presented by Waraskiewicz [8] and Choquet [2] . In 1948 Bing [l] settled the question by proving that the pseudo-arc was homogeneous.
This paper is the result of an effort to extend this result in a direction suggested by the following question. If 27 is a subset of the pseudo-arc M and F is a homeomorphism of 77 onto a subset F(77) of M, what conditions will imply the existence of an extension of F to a homeomorphism of M onto Ml (Note that in case 77 is a single point, a condition is that M be homogeneous.) The main result of this paper answers this question in case 77 is closed and contains at most a finite number of components.
In particular, we obtain the following:
Theorem 6. Suppose 27i,i, 27i,2, • • • , 77in , are disjoint subcontinua of the pseudo-arc M and that M is irreducible between each pair of them. Suppose T is a homeomorphism of Hi,i+Hi,2+ ■ ■ • +27i ," onto H2ji+H2¡2+ ■ • • +H2,n where 772,i, 772,2, • • • , 272 ,n are subcontinua of M such that M is irreducible between each pair of them. Then T can be extended to a homeomorphism of M onto M. Theorem 7. Suppose 3Ci, 3C2 are closed subsets of the pseudo-arc M and each have the same finite number of components 27i,i, 77i,2, • • • , 77i," and 272,i, 772,2, • • • , 772," respectively. Suppose also that T is a homeomorphism of 3Ci onto 3C2. Let m be the maximum of 2 and n -1. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that T can be extended to a homeomorphism of M onto M is that for any m points Pi, P2, • • • , Pm of 3Ci, there exists a homeomorphism of M onto M taking Pi onto T(Pi) (i= 1, 2, • • • , mi) .
2. Some definitions and notation. A set M is homogeneous if, for each pair of its points P and Q, there exists a homeomorphism of M onto itself that carries P onto Q. D (i-l, 2, • • • , n) . Note that £ may follow more than one pattern in D.
3. Some properties of crooked chains. The results of this section were originally proved by Bing [l] . However, the proof of Theorem 1 (below) as given there has presented some readers with difficulty and it is at the request of Professor Bing that a more detailed version is presented here. For the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 the reader is referred to [l] . Lemma 1. 7/7?, £, awd F are chains such that D is a consolidation of E and F is crooked in E, F is crooked in D.
Lemma 2. If D, E, and F are chains such that F is contained in E and E is crooked in D, F is crooked in D.
Theorem
1. Suppose x\, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn is a collection of positive integers such that â = xi = x; = x" = & and |x,--Xj+i| =1 (* = 1, 2, • • • , w -1) . Suppose also that Di, D2, ■ -■ is a sequence of chains from P to Q such that for each positive integer i, Di+i is crooked in Di, the closure of each link of Di+i is a compact sub-that it holds for this value of n. Case 2. Consider first the situation where Xi = x2. By the induction hypothesis, thereexistsapositiveinteger£>wandachainF= [/i,/2, • • • ,/n-i] such that F is a consolidation of the links of Dk in D(u, v) , only the first link of F intersects d(2)u, only the last link of F intersects d(2)" and F follows the pattern (1, x2) , (2, x3), • • • , (m -1, x") in Di.
Let j be an integer greater than k and such that there exists a link of 7>y that is contained in/i but does not intersect d(2)u.
Define £= [d, e2, • • ■ , en] as follows, ei is the sum of all those links of Dj that are contained in/i and intersect d(2)u plus those links of Dj that are contained in d(2)u but are not contained in any link of F. e2 is the sum of all those links of Dj that are contained infi but that are not contained in ei. In general, e< is the sum of all those links of Dj that are contained in /,_i but that are not contained in ei+e2+ ■ ■ ■ +e,-i (i = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , n -l) . Finally, e" is the sum of all those links of Dj that are contained in/"_i+d(2), but that are not contained in ei+e2+ ■ ■ ■ +en-i. Case 3. Now we consider the case where xi^Xü but where there exists an integer r¿¿2 such that Xi = xr. Then there also exists an integer t with 1 < t < r < n such that xr < x¡ and x, < x¡ (i• = 1, 2, • • • , r) .
By hypothesis, the closure of each link of D2 is a compact subset of a (u, v) is such that the closure of the sum of the links of this subchain is contained in a link of Di(h, k), any five-linked subchain of Dm one of whose links intersects d(2)u or d(2)" is contained in d(l);, or d(l)* respectively, and the sum of no four consecutive links of Dm intersects d(2)u and d(2)". Now suppose d(2), is not contained in Di(h, xi). Then there exists a subchain of Dm+i that is contained in 7)2(m, v) and whose end links intersect d(2)" and d(l)il4i respectively.
Let Dm+iip, q) be such a subchain of Dm+i that satisfies the additional condition that no interior link of Dm+iip, q) intersects d(2)u or d(l)Ij+i. Because of the way m was chosen and since Dm+i is crooked in Dm, it is true that Dm^ iip,q) is the sum of three chains Dm+iip, y), Dm+iiy, z), Dm+iiz, q) such that iq -p)iz -y) is positive, the closure of d(wi-rT)B is contained in d(l)I(, and the closure of dim + 1), is contained in d(l)Ä. Furthermore since no interior link of Dm+iip, q) intersects d(l)I(+i, Dm+iip, z) is contained in 7?i(A, xi) and no link of Dm+iip, z) intersects d(2)".
On the other hand, suppose d(2)" is contained in d(l)I(. Then there exists a subchain Dm+iip, q) of Dm+i that is contained in 7?2(w, v) whose end links intersect d(2)u, d(2)" respectively, and none of whose interior links intersect d(2)u or d(2)". Again because of the way m was chosen and since Dmj,i is crooked in Dm, we find that Dm+iip, q) is the sum of three chains Dm+iip, y), Dm+iiy, z), Z>m+i(z, q) satisfying the same conditions as in the preceding paragraph. These properties of Dm+iip, q) will be used in what follows in order to be sure that certain sets are non-null.
We now divide the links of Dm+i that are contained in 7J2(m, v) into a number of classes as follows.
Ai is the set of all links that intersect d (2) Let Ci be the sum of the remaining links of DmJ,\. We shall now construct three chains A, 73, C using these sets. The chain A is defined as follows. The first link of A is the sum of the links in ^4i together with those links that belong to A3 but not to A2 and whose closures are contained in d(í)x¡. The ith link of A is the sum of those links that belong to A3 but to neither Ai nor ^42 and whose closures are contained in d(l)Xl+(.-i) (i = 2, 3, • ■ • , x¡ -xi) . The last link of A is the sum of those links that belong to A2 or A 3 but not .4i and whose closures are contained in d(l)it. Then A is a chain that is contained in Di(xi, xt) and the closures of its first and last links are disjoint subsets of d(l)Xl and d(l)x, respectively.
The chain B is defined in a similar way using the elements of 23i, B2, and Ai so as to obtain a chain B that is contained in D(xi, x,), whose first and last links contain B* and A* respectively, and the closures of these first and last links are mutually exclusive subsets of d(l)Xl and d(l)x¡ respectively. In addition, only the last links of A and B intersect.
Finally, the links in Bx and G are added together to obtain a chain C as follows. The first link of C is the sum of the links of 23i plus the links in G whose closures are contained in d(\)Xl. The ith link of C is the sum of the linksin G whose closures are contained in d(l)j;1+(,_i) (¿ = 2,3, • • ■ , . Then the closures of the first and last links of C are disjoint subsets of d(l)Xl and d(l)Xn respectively, only the last link of C intersects d(2)" only the first links of B and C intersect, and A * and C* are disjoint. By making use of the induction hypothesis we can find an integerji greater than m and a chain F such that F is a consolidation of the links of D¡x that are contained in As, only the first and last links of F contain points of A* and A* respectively, and F follows the pattern (1, xi), (2, x2), • ■ • , (t, x¡) in D\. For the same reason, there exists an integer j2 greater than m and a chain G such that G is a consolidation of the links of Djï that are contained in B, only the first and last links of G contain points of A* and B* respectively, and G follows the pattern (1, x¡) , (2, x(+i), • • • , (r+l-t, x,) in Dy. Similarly, there exists an integer j> greater than m and a chain 27 such that 27 is a consolidation of the links of T'y, that are contained in C, only the first and last links of 27 contain points of B* and ¿(2), respectively, and 27 follows the pattern (1, xr) , (2, xr+i), • • • , (n -1-r, xn) in Di.
Let j be the maximum olji,j2,j¡. Then we can define the desired chain £ as follows. £ will be a consolidation of the links of Dj that are contained in D2 (u, v) where e\ is the sum of those links of D¡ in D2 (u, v) that are contained in either d(2)u or the first link of F; c,-is the sum of the links of Dj in D2(u, v) that are contained in the ith link of F(i = 2, 3, • ■ • , t-1) ; et is the sum of the links of Dj in D2 (u, v) that are contained in the last link of F or the first link of G; the next (r + l-t) -2 links of £ are the sum of the links of Dj in D2 (u, v) that are contained in some particular interior link of G; the next link of £ is the sum of the links of Dj in D2 (u, v) that are contained in the last link of G or the first link of 27; the next (n-1 -r) -2 links of £ are the sum of the links of Dj in D2 (u, v) that are contained in some particular interior link of 77; and the last link of £ is the sum of the links of Dj in D2 (u, v) that are subsets of d(2)v or the last link of 77. This gives us the desired chain £ if for some integer i greater than 1, x, = xi.
Case 4. Now assume that x.t^xi (i = 2, 3, • • • , m) . By the symmetry of the preceding arguments, we can also assume that Xi5^x" (î= 1, 2, • • • , w-1) .
Hence if x" -Xi = 1, w can only equal 2 and then the theorem follows by Case 1. Two possibilities remain: x"-xi = 2 and x" -xi>2. We shall consider this latter case first.
Let U be the set of all links of D2 (u, v) that are not contained in d(l)Xi. Then we define a chain £= [fi, /2, • • ■ , fx"-Xl] as follows, fi is the sum of those elements of U whose closures are contained in
Since x"-xi>2, the closures of /i and /»"_*, are disjoint subsets of d(l)ïl+i and d(l)In respectively and d(2)" is contained in/»._»,. By the induction hypothesis, there is an integer j greater than m (as defined in Case 3) and a chain G= [gi, g2, --• , gn-i] such that G is a consolidation of the links of D}-that are contained in £*, only gi intersects /i, only gn-i intersects /,,_," and G follows the pattern (1, x2) , (2, x3), ---, in-1, x,i) in Di. (Note that since only gn-i intersects /*»-*" only g"_i intersects d(2)".) Now we define the desired chain £ as follows: ei is the sum of all the links of Dj in the intersection of 7)*(w, v) and d(l)Xl and e<+i = gi (¿=1,2, • • -,w-l) .
Let F-[fi, f2, f3] be a chain defined as follows: fi is the sum of the links of Diiu, v) whose closures are contained in d(l) I1+(i_u (i=l, 2, 3) . Note that the closures of/i, /3 are disjoint and contain d(2)", d(2)" respectively. Since ß(Di) < 1/i, there exists an integer/ greater than m such that any subchain of Dj contained in 7)2(w, v) and with end links in/i,/3 respectively has at least w links.
We classify the links of D¡ that are contained in 7?2(u, v) as follows. Let .4i be the set of those links of Dj in D2{u, v) that are contained in/i or intersect d(2)M. Let ^42 be the set of those links of Dj in 7?2(m, v) that are contained in /i or intersect d(2)". Let 73i (¿= 1, 2) be the set of links of D¡ in 7?2(w, v) that are interior links of subchains of Dj that have their end links in A i but have no interior link in ^4i+^42. Let C be the set of links of Dj in £>2(w, v) that remain. Notice that each link in C is an interior link of a subchain of D¡ that has one end link in Ai and another in ^42 while no interior link of this subchain is an element of Ai or A2.
We define the chain £ as follows. The first link of £ is A*; the last link is A*; the second link contains 73* ; the next to last link contains 73*; the links in C are consolidated so that £ has the correct number of links.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
4. Description and some properties of the pseudo-arc M. Let X and Y be two points in a compact metric space. Let Wi, W2, ■ ■ ■ be a sequence of chains from A" to F such that for each positive integer 1, (1) IFi+i is crooked in W%, (2) the mesh of IFi is less than 1/i, and (3) Some properties of the pseudo-arc M that we shall make use of are contained in Theorems 2 and 3. Theorem 2 is due to Moise [6] and Theorem 3 to Bing [1] .
Theorem 2. The pseudo-arc is homeomorphic to each of its nondegenerate subcontinua.
Theorem 3. If the pseudo-arc M is irreducible between the points P and Q there exists a sequence of chains Di, D2, ■ ■ • from P to Q such that for each positive integer i, 2?,-is a consolidation of some Wm, Di+i is crooked in Di, the mesh of 7>, is less than 1/i, and any link of D¡ that contains a link of Di+i also contains the closure of that link. In addition, if Di, Di>, are consolidations of Wm, Wm', respectively, then m is less than m' if i is less than i'.
Corollary.
Suppose that the pseudo-arc M is irreducible between the points P and Q and that D is a chain from P to Q that covers M and is a consolidation of some Wm. Then there exists a sequence of chains D = EU E2, ■ ■ ■ from P to Q such that for each positive integer i, Ei is a consolidation of some Wm, £»+i is crooked in Ei, the mesh of £¿_n is less than l/i+\, and any link of Ei that contains a link of Ei+i also contains the closure of that link. Also if Eit £¿<, are consolidations of Wm, Wm', respectively, then m is less than m' if i is less than V.
Proof. Suppose D is a consolidation of IF*. Let e be the Lebesgue number of Wk+i. Then there exists a sequence of chains 7>i, D2, ■ ■ ■ from P to Q satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 3. Let i be an integer such that 1/i is less than minimum (1, e) . Then 7>¿ is contained in Wk+i and by Lemma 2, Di is crooked in D. Let Di = E2 and Di+j = E2+j (j=l, 2, • • • ) . Then
Ei, E2, • • • is the desired sequence. (The fact that any link of Ex that contains a link of £¿+i also contains the closure of that link follows from the fact that each £n is a consolidation of some Wm.)
5. Some special chains. In this section we shall show how to construct some chains that cover the pseudo-arc M in certain prescribed ways. Let £= [fi, f2, -■ ■ , /"] be 7)y_i where j is chosen so large that the mesh of £ is less than the minimum of the Lebesgue numbers of £i and £2 and any 4-linked subchain of £ one of whose links intersects 77f is contained in a link of Ei.
Let/r, be the last link of £ to contain Qi,fH the last link of £ to intersect Hi, and fh the last link of £ such that £(1, fi) is contained in £i. Then 5=ri = 5i = ii -3. Similarly, let fH be the first link of £ such that £(22, u) is contained in £2, /,2 the first link of £ to intersect 772, and/r2 the first link of £ to contain P2. Then h + 1 </2 = 52 -3<52=>2 = w -4.
Let gWi be the first link of G to intersect ftl, g"2 the last link to intersect /(2. Since G is crooked in £, G(l, w{) is the sum of three subchains G(l, Xi), G(xi, yi), G(yi, wi) such that yi is greater than xi, gXl is contained in/(l_i and gVl is contained in f2. Similarly, G(w2, v) is the sum of subchains G(w2, y2), Giy2, x2), G(x2, v) where x2 is greater than y2, g", is contained in/u_i, and gXl is contained in/<2+i. Since ¿i = 5 + 3, fh_i follows /,1+i. And since f,, was the last link of £ to intersect 77i, gXl (which lies in /tl_i) does not intersect 77i. Hence, G(l, Xi) contains 77i. Similarly, G(x2, v) contains 772. Now t\-1 >ri>2 so/rj lies between/(l_i and/2. And since gx¡, gVl are contained in/(l_i,/2 respectively, there exists a link gH between gx¡ and gVl that is contained in /,, and hence in e(l)mi. Similarly, there exists a link g,2 between gï2 and gi2 such that g*2 is contained in e(2)i.
We now obtain the desired chain D= [di, d2, ■ • • , dm] as follows. For *=1, 2, • • • , mi, di Suppose £= [ei, e2, ■ ■ ■ , em] is a chain that is contained in D whose end links are each subsets of only di, and such that E(R, 5) contains 27. Let d be the link of £ containing R. Then £ is said to follow a ^-pattern in D relative to 77, R, S provided £ is the sum of three subchains £(1, i), E(i, j), E(j, m) such that (1) £(1, i) follows a u-pattern to R in D, (2) E(i,j) covers 77, is contained in D(R, S) and e" e¡ are each subsets of only dn, and (3) £(f«, j) follows a ^-pattern to X in D where X is any point that is contained only in e¡.
Suppose 27i, 772, • • • , 77 " are nondegenerate disjoint subcontinua of the pseudo-arc M and 27,-is irreducible between the points Pi and Qi (i= 1, 2, • • • , n) . Suppose D is a chain from Pi to Qn that covers M and such that (1) Proof. The proof will be by an induction on w. In proving the theorem for w = 3, we shall label the steps and then perform analogous operations for the case of arbitrary n.
Step 1. By Lemma 3, there exists a chain C= [ch c%, • • • , cr] from P2 to Q3 that is a consolidation of Wmv covers M, and such that (1) ju(C)<e, (2) CiP2, Q2) and CiP3, Q3) contain 772 and 773 respectively, and (3) C*iP2, Q2) and C*iP¡, Q3) are disjoint. Let e, be the link of C that contains Q2.
Step 2. By the corollary to Theorem 3 and Theorem 1, there exists a chain £' from P2 to Q3 that is a consolidation of Wmv covers M and follows the pattern (1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 1) , • • • , (wî, x(w) ), • • • , (y(r) Step 3. By Lemma 3, there exists a chain E" from Q% to Qi that is a consolidation of W"" covers M, is contained in £' and such that E"iQ2, P2) is contained in C(l, s) and contains 772. In addition, any link of £' that contains a link of E" also contains the closure of that link.
(2) In this figure the five rectangles with disjoint interiors correspond to the links of C while the broken line corresponds to the 1-nerve of E'.
Step 4. We now consolidate £" so as to obtain a chain £ by the following scheme. If e" is a link of E"(Q2, P2) and e" lies in the jth link of C(j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , s), let e" be contained in the s -(j-l)st link of £. If e" is a link of E"(P2, Q3) and e" lies in the jth link of £', let e" be contained in the s + (j -l)st link of £. Then £= [«i, e2, ■ ■ • , et] In the steps that follow, we shall show that D has property 5 relative to 27i, Pi, (?!,- ••, 773, P3, (23- Step 7. Here we consolidate subchains of F and obtain chains G{, G2, Gí, Gl. These are then added together (end-to-end) to obtain a new chain G'. We then show (Steps 8 and 9) that G' is close to being a F-chain of D relative to 77i, Pi, Qi, • • ■ , 273 , P3, Q¡. Then using G' we construct a chain G (Step 10) and show (Step 11) that it is a F-chain of D relative to 27i, Pi, Qi, ■ ■ • , 273, P3, Qz. If/y is the/th link of £(1, i) (j-1, 2, • • • , i) , let GI be the chain whose /th link is/y.
If/is a link of F(Xi, Q2) and/lies in the/th link of £= [ei, e2, --■ , et], let/be contained in the t-j+lst link of G2.
If/is a link of F(Q2, X2) and/lies in the/th link of £, let/ be contained in the /th link of Gi.
If/isalinkof £(AV Çs) and/lies in the/th link of D (j=i+l,i + 2, i+2r-l),f is a subset of the (/-i)th link of Gj. Step 8. Before seeing how G' comes close to following a F-pattern in D, we shall show that G' follows a unique pattern in D. This will follow immediately after we show that the patterns follows by G/, G2 , Gí and GI are each unique.
The pattern followed by GI is unique since the links of G{ are also links of D. and hence can be contained in only one link of D. Therefore G' follows a unique pattern in D.
Step 9. We now begin to show that G' comes close to being a F-chain of Since /q2, fxi He in only the first and last links of £ respectively, there exists a point Xi of M such that fxt is a link of F(Q2, X2) and is contained in the first link of £0. Then G'(Q2, Xt) is contained in D(P2, Q2) since it is a consolidation of the links of F(Q2, X2) that lie in £0. In addition, g'Xi is contained in dp2.
We will finally consider the pattern followed by G'(Xi, Q¡) in D. Since G'iXi, Q3) is contained in Dii+1, *+2r-l), G'(Qh X4) does not follow â -pattern to Xt in D. However, by using arguments analogous to those used in proving that G'(Pi, P2) follows a î>-pattern to P2 in D we can prove the following: (1) Step 10. In this step we construct a chain G from Pi to ft that follows a Then by Lemma 3 there exists a chain G" from Pi to ft such that (1) G" is a consolidation of Wmi, (2) G" covers M and is contained in G', (3) G" (Pi, Fi) contains 77i-|-772-|-A4, (4) G"iY2, ft) contains 773, and (5) g'¿. is a link of G"(Pi, Fi) fj = l> 2, • • • , u) . Note that if any link of G' contains a link of G", then it also contains the closure of that link.
We now define chains Gi, G2, G3 and then add them together (end-to-end) to obtain the desired chain G.
Let Gi be the chain whose/th link (/= 1, 2, • • • , u) is the sum of the links of G" (Pi, Fi) that are contained in the/th link of G'.
If g" is a link of G"(Fi, F2) and g" is in the/th link of D (/= 1, 2, • • • , l+2r-l) , g" is a subset of the ii + 2r-j)th link of G2.
If g" is a link of G"(F2, ft) and g" is in the /th link of F (j= 1, 2, • • • , i + 2r -1), g" is a subset of the/th link of G3.
Then G is the chain whose first and last links are the first and last links of Gi and G3 respectively and whose interior links are the interior links of Ga (a = 1, 2, 3) or the sum of the last link of Ga and the first link of 2) . Note that G is a consolidation of IFni6 and that if any link of D contains a link of G, it also contains the closure of that link.
Step 11. In the last step we show that G follows a (We shall consider the case where gm is a link of GiY2, Yi) later.) Then gm is a link of Gi and hence is contained in a link g¿,< of G'iXi, ft). Since Gi and G' follow identical patterns in D, g'mf is also contained in the ii+r-/)th link of D. In Step 9, we proved that in this case there exists a link g'" .oí G'(Xit ft) with n' <m' such that gn> is a subset of the (*+r+j)th link of D. Then the sum of the links of G" (Pi, F2) that lie in gó' will constitute a link g" of G(Fi, Xi) such that g" will be a subset of (*+r-f/)th link of D and follow gm in the chain G(Fi, Xi).
In case gm is a link of GiY2, Yi) and is contained in the ii+r-/)th link of D (j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r -l), there exists a link gñ of G(Fi, A4) that follows gm in G(Fi, Xi) and is contained in the same link of D. Then a repetition of the above argument yields a link g" of G( Fi, A"4) (and therefore of G(Y2, Xi)) that follows gm (and therefore gm) in G(Y2, Xt) and is contained in the (i+r+j)th link of D.
In the same way we can show that if gm is a link of G( Y2, Xt) that is contained in the (i-r-r+j + l)st fink of D (J=l, 2, • ■ • , r -2), then there exists a link gn of G( Y2, Xt) that follows gm in G( Y2, X4) and such that gn is contained in the (i+r-j)th link of D.
Hence, G is a F-chain of D relative to 77i, Pi, Qi, • • • , 273, P3, Q3 and the proof of Theorem 4 for the case n = 3 is completed. Now suppose the theorem is true for all integers less than n. We shall indicate the procedure that will yield an e-chain D that has property 5 relative to 77i, Pi, Qi, • • • , 77n, Pn, Step 1'. By the induction hypothesis, there exists an «-chain C from P2 to Qn that covers M and has property 5 relative to 772, P2, Q2, ■ ■ ■ , 27", P", Qn.
Steps 2', 3', 4'. Just as before we construct a chain £ from Q2 to Q" that covers M, is contained in C, and in addition contains 4r -4 subchains £0, Ei, • • • , £4r-s satisfying conditions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 of Step 4.
Step 5'. Using the same procedure as in Step 5 we construct a chain £ from Pi, to Qn such that (1) Step 6'. This step is almost identical to Step 6. The only change necessary is to note that the instructions on how to consolidate F(X3, Q3) are now to be regarded as instructions on how to consolidate F(X3, Qn). This gives us the chain D and essentially the same methods used in Steps 7-11 show that D has property 5 relative to 27i, Pi, Qi, • • • , 77", Pn, Qn. 6 . Extending homeomorphisms.
In this section we consider the problem of extending a homeomorphism that is defined between certain subsets of the pseudo-arc. In particular, Theorem 7 gives a necessary and sufficient condition that the homeomorphism can be extended to the entire pseudo-arc in case the subsets are closed and contain at most a finite number of components.
Theorem 5 below is stated without proof. It is a result of Bing's [l] we shall use to obtain the desired homeomorphisms. (5) if the mth link of 7\-,yi intersects the nth link of Ditj, then the distance between the mth link of 7>¿>,yi and the nth link of Di> ,y is less than tj (i, i' = 1, 2). Then these sequences of chains induce a homeomorphism T of M onto M such that if P is a point of M that is contained in the mth link of Dij, then T(P) is contained in the mth link of 7>,< ,y (i, i' = 1, 2). (1) Di is a consolidation of some Wmi, (2) Di is a chain from Piti to ft," that covers M, (3) niD2) is less than e, (4) Di has property S relative to 77,,!, P,-,i, ft,i, • • • , 77i,", P,-,n, ft,n (i = 1, 2) , (5) Di has the same number of links as D2, (6) Pi,y(ft ,y) awd P2,y(ft,y) lie in corresponding links of Di, D2 respectively, (7) 7>i (Pi,y, ft,y) has the same number of links as D2(P2ij, ft,y) (/=!> 2, • ■ • , w) , (8) 7)i(ft,y, Pi,y+i) has the same number of links as D2iQ2j, P2,y+i) (j = 1, 2, • • • , w) , awd (9) if the kth link of Di intersects Hi,i+Hi,2+ --■ +77i,", then T maps their common part into the kth link of D2.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is very similar to that of Theorem 4. In fact, the constructions described there will, with only minor modification, also yield the required chains Di and D2. Rather than repeat the proof of Theorem 4 in its entirety therefore, we shall simply indicate what added precautions must be taken at each step. The notation used here will correspond to that used in the proof of Theorem 4. Again we consider first the case w = 3.
We construct the chain D2 by the procedure described in Theorem 4 such that ßiD2) is less than e.
Let e' be the Lebesgue number of D2 and let 5 be chosen so that if X, Y are points of 77i,i+77i,2-r-77i,3 whose distance apart is less than 5, then the distance from £(A) to £(F) is less than e'.
By using Lemma 3, we find a chain C from Pi,2 to ft,3 that is a consolidation of some Wm, and covers M, and such that (1) m(C') <5, (2) C' (Pi,y, ft,y) covers H\,j ij = 2, 3), and (3) C'(ft,2, Pi,3) has at least as many links as 7?2(ft,2, P2l3).
We now consolidate C to obtain a chain C which will play the role of the chain C obtained in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 4. Suppose 7?2(P2,2, ft,2) has x2 links. Then the ¿th link of C (l = &^x2) is the sum of all links of C'(Pi,2, ft,2) whose intersection with 77i,2 is mapped by T into the ¿th link of D2(P2,2, ft,2). If 7)2(P2,3, ft,3) has x3 links, the last x3 links of C are defined in a similar fashion. C'(ft,2, Pi, 3) is consolidated in such a way that C(ft,2, Pi, 3) has the same number of links as 7)2(ft,2, P¿,3).
We now proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4 until we reach Step 5. Then we require that the chain F constructed there have mesh less than Ô and such that the number of links in £(ft,i, X) plus the number of links in C be at least as great as the number of links in £>2(ft,i, P2,2).
Step 6 is also modified as follows. If 7>2(P2,i, C/2,i) has Xi links, the jfeth link of 7?i is the sum of all links of £(Pi,i, Qi,i) whose intersection with 77i.i is mapped by Pinto the &th link of 7>2(P2,i, Q2,i) (k = l, 2, • • ■ ,Xi) . F(Qi¿, X) is consolidated so that 7>i (Qi, i, Pi, 2) has the same number of links as Di(Q2,i, P2,2) and F(X, Qi,3) is consolidated according to the same scheme used in the proof of Theorem 4. The chain Di arrived at in this way is the one required. Now suppose that this lemma is true for all integers less than n. The proof that the lemma is true for the integer n will be very similar to the proof of Theorem 4 for the corresponding case. And as before we shall only indicate the necessary modifications in the constructions that are needed to obtain chains satisfying the additional requirements.
Corresponding to Step 1' of the proof of Theorem 4, we find chains G, C2 satisfying the conclusions of the lemma relative to 27i,2, 27i,3, • • • , 77i,n and 772|2, 272,3, • ■ • , 272 ,n respectively.
Then we perform Steps 2'-6' exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4 to obtain a chain D2 satisfying the conclusions of the lemma.
To obtain 7>i we modify these steps in a fashion similar to the way Steps 5 and 6 for the case « = 3 were modified. In particular, Steps 2' and 4' remain unaltered while Step 5' requires the following adjustment. The chain £ used there is now required to satisfy the added condition that the number of links of F(Qi,i, X) plus the number of links of G be at least as great as the number of links in D2(Q2,i, P2,2) and also u(F) must be less than 5.
Step 6' is modified in the same way that
Step 6 Let Pi,y, Çi,y be points that lie in different composants of 27i,y (j= 1, 2, • • -, n). Let T (Pi,,) , T(Qi,,) be denoted by P2,y, Q2,j respectively and note that P-i.i, Qi.j he i° different composants of 272,y. Let 3Ci = Hi,i+H{¿+ • ■ ■ +7í,-,n(t=l, 2) .
We shall also assume that all the chains that appear in the proof of this contained in d(l, l)i, (8) e"(l, 2)x, is e"(l, 2),Ii2(i._r)+1, (9) 
£i,2(yi,2m, yi,2m+i) is contained in 7?i,i(5-(mi-1), 2r-5+Mi) (mi=1, 2, • • • , s-r) , and (12) e"(l, 2)yi,2(,_,)+2 is e"(l, 2)z.
Step 7. In this step we make repeated use of Theorem 1 in order to obtain a chain D[:2(Pi,i, Pi,2) from Pi,i to Pi,2 that follows a pattern in Di,i that D2,2(Pi,i, P2.i) follows in 7>2|1.
By the corollary to Theorem 3, there exists a sequence of chains £"2 = G, d, • • • from Pi, i to Qi, 3 such that for each positive integer mi, Cm+i is crooked in Cm, any link of Cm that contains a link of Cm+i also contains the closure of that link, and the mesh of Cm is less than 1/mi.
Then by using Theorem 1, we find that there exists an integer j0 and a chain £0 such that Fo is a consolidation of the links of CJ0 that are contained in £"2( F, <2u). Fo follows a pattern in Z?i.i (Pi,i, Qi.i ) that £"a(Pi,i, QiA) does, and no interior link of £o intersects e"(l, 2)Y+e"(l, 2)Qll. Also there exists an integer ji and a chain Fi such that £i is a consolidation of the links of C;i that are contained in £"2(xi,i, Xi,-¿), Fi follows a pattern in 7*1,1 that D'22(Z2ii, Z2f2) follows in 7)2,i, and no interior link of Fi intersects e"(l, 2)Xhl+e"(l, 2),litf.
Similarly, there exists integers j2, j3, • • • , j2("_r) and chains F2, F3, • • • , F2{t-r) such that Fm is a consolidation of the links of Cym that are contained in £i'2(xi,m, Xi,m+i), Fm follows a pattern in Di,i that D'22(Z2,m, Z2¡m+i) follows in D2,i, and no interior link of Fm intersects «"(1, 2),^ + e"(\, 2)xlim+i (m = 2, 3, • • • , (s -r) ).
Let j be an integer at least as great as the maximum of jo, ji, • • ■ , j2(,-r) . Then by using the chains £0, F\, • • • , £2(»-r) found above, we obtain a chain D[,2 (Pi,i, Pi.i ) from Pi,i to Pi,2 that is a consolidation of the links of Cy that are contained in £"2 (Pi, i, Pi, 2) and such that (1) D[,2 (Pi, i, Pi, 2) follows a pattern in Di,i that 7)22(P2,i, P2,2) follows in D2,i, and (2) if d'(l, 2)k is a link of D[,i (Pi,i, Qi,i) , T maps the intersection of this link with 3Ci into the ¿th link of 7>2,2(P2,i, C2,2).
Step 8. By following a procedure similar to that gone through above, we finally obtain a chain D[2 from Plfl to Q\,3 that covers M and such that (1) D'h2 follows a pattern in 7A,i that 7>2,2 follows in 7J»2,i, (2) D'12 (Pi,j, QXJ) covers 77y (j= 1, 2, 3), and (3) if d'(l, 2)k is a link of 7J>ii2 (Pi,y, Qij) , T maps the intersection of ¿'(1, 2)k with 27y into the corresponding link of D'2,2(P2,j, Q2,,) (j-1, 2, 3).
Step 9. In this step we consolidate D[3 and obtain a chain 2?i,2 that will correspond to the chain £2|2.
If the ith link of £2i2 is contained in the/th link of £2,2, let the/th link of £1,2 contain the ¿th link of £{2. Though £i,2 may not be contained in £1,1, this much is true. If the ith link of £2i2 is also contained in the ¿th link of £2,1, then the/th link of £1.2 is contained in the sum of the ¿th link of £1,1 and one of the adjacent links.
Thus, if the /th link of £2,2 intersects the ¿th link of £2,i, the distance between the/th link of £1,2 and the ¿th link of £1,1 is less than m(£i.i) and if the /th link of £1,2 intersects the ¿th link of £1,1 the distance between the/th link of £2,2 and the ¿th link of £2,i is less than ju(£2,i).
Note also that if a link of £1,2 intersects 3Ci, T maps the intersection of this link with Xi into the corresponding link of £2,2.
Since £2r2 follows a F-pattern in £2,2 relative to 772il, P2,i, ft,i, • • • , 772,3, P2,3, ft,3, £i,2 follows a F-pattern in Di,t relative to TTi.i, Pi,i, ft,i, • • • , 77i, 3, Pi, 3, ft, 3 and £1,2 has property 5 relative to the same collection.
Step 10. In this step we indicate how this process may be continued so as to obtain the chains £,,1, Di¡2, ■ -■ (»=1, 2) that we shall use in defining the desired extension of T.
In general, we proceed exactly as before (Steps 1-9) with one added precaution. Recall that each link d(2, 2) of £2,2 (Step 4) will be the sum of a link e(2, 2) of £2,2 plus (perhaps) some links/(2, 2) of £2,2 that intersect e(2, 2). In obtaining £2,2 then we require that the mesh of £2,2 be less than 1/8 and in addition also so small that if e(2, 2) and d(2, 1) are any two links of £2|2, £2,i respectively that are a positive distance apart, then (1) d(2, 2) (the link of £2,2 containing e(2, 2)) is also at a positive distance from d(2, 1), and (2) d(2, 2) is contained in every link of £2,i that contained e(2, 2). With this added precaution, the following statements are true: (1) ju(£2,2) <l/2, (2) £2,2 and £i,2 have the same number of links, (3) if the /th link of £2l2 intersects the ¿th link of £2,i, the distance between the/th link of £i,2 and the ¿th link of £1,1 is less than 2/x(£i,i), (4) if the/th link of £i,2 intersects the ¿th link of £1,1, the distance between the/th link of £2,2 and the ¿th link of £2,1 is less than ^(£2,1) and (5) The proof for the case of n an arbitrary positive integer is almost identical to the proof for the case m = 3. In fact, the only changes necessary in Steps 1-7 are purely notational.
Step 8 is complicated only to the extent that some extra applications of Theorem 1 are necessary to obtain the chain 7>i,2. And the changes in Steps 9 and 10 are again only changes in notation. As an easy consequence we have Proof of Theorem 7. The necessity of the condition is obvious.
In proving sufficiency, we first consider the case that M is irreducible between each pair of components of 3Ci. Then the condition stated implies that M is irreducible between each pair of components of 3C2 and the desired extension exists by Theorem 6.
In case M is not irreducible between each pair of components of 3Ci, various possibilities arise. We will consider one of these cases in detail. In particular, suppose that M contains a proper subcontinuum A containing 27i,i, 77i,2, and 77i,3 and that M is irreducible between each pair of the sets A, 77i,4, • • • , 77i," . Suppose further that A contains a proper subcontinuum B that is irreducible about 27i,i and 27i,2 and that A is irreducible from B to 77i,3. Then by choosing points Pi, P2, P3 in 27i,i, 27i,2, 27i,3 respectively, we see that the hypothesized homeomorphism of M onto M taking P¿ onto T(Pi) (t=l, 2, 3) implies the existence of a proper subcontinuum A' of M containing 272,i, 772,2, and 772|3. In addition we note that A' contains a proper subcontinuum B' that is irreducible about 272,i and 272,2 and that A' is irreducible from B' to 772,3. In addition the existence of a homeomorphism of M onto M that agrees with F on a set of points Pi, P4, ■ • • , P" (where 
